Multivariate compensation of quantitative pulmonary emphysema metric variation from low-dose, whole-lung CT scans.
Emphysema is a disease of the lung characterized by the destruction of the alveolar sac walls. Several quantitative densitometric measures of emphysema from wholelung CT have been proposed for evaluating disease severity and progression. However, a concern with these quantitative measures has been the large interscan variability observed during longitudinal studies of emphysema. To account for and reduce inherent measure variability, this work implements and evaluates the use of a multivariate random-effects model for correcting longitudinal variation in densitometric scores of emphysema due to inspiration. The method of multivariate compensation was validated on three of the most commonly reported densitometric measures of emphysema: the emphysema index, histogram percentile, and fractal dimension. Two short-interval, zero-change datasets, one for model development (n = 105) and one for validation (n = 106), were retrospectively identified and used to ensure that all variation was caused by inherent measure variability. A statistically significant (F test, p < 0.001) reduction of 42.40% in measurement limits of agreement could be obtained after model application, with compensated emphysema metric differences showing 31-33% of the variance compared with uncompensated metric variance. Compensation was still effective when the trained model was applied to the second validation dataset. Multivariate compensation was found to be useful in reducing interscan measurement variability and should be applied to future longitudinal studies of emphysema.